Organization of foraging behavior in larvae of cosmopolitan, widespread, and endemic Drosophila species.
To explore the evolution of higher order behavioral traits we investigated the organization of foraging patterns in first instar larvae of natural populations of Drosophila. We examined Drosophila simulans (cosmopolitan); D. mauritania (widespread); D. pavani, and D. gaucha (endemic). Larvae of these four species share the same behavior components that comprise foraging (locomotion, feeding, bending, and turning). D. simulans and D. mauritania larvae show uncoupled foraging patterns organized into partially independent behavioral elements. Larvae of D. pavani and D. gaucha exhibit coupled foraging behaviors based on a dependency between behavioral components. Hybrid larvae obtained from crosses of natural populations of D. simulans and D. mauritania show an organization of foraging patterns similar to that of the parental lines. In contrast, hybridization disrupts the organization of foraging patterns in D. pavani and D. gaucha intra- and inter-specific hybrid larvae. This suggests genetic co-adaptation for linkage between the behavioral components that comprise foraging. The organization of larval foraging patterns of the endemic species D. pavani seems readily affected by hybridization. The absence of linkage between behavioral components, as in the case of larval foraging patterns of D. simulans and D. mauritania could lead to an increase in the variability of organization of this higher order behavior. The possibility that larvae may use a variable and flexible behavioral integration of foraging patterns could contribute to their development and feeding in a diversity of substrates and climates.